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St Peter’s Primary
NEWSLETTER

Spring Term News from the Primary Phase
Having returned from the Christmas holidays to a special celebration for the Feast of the Epiphany, this term has
continued to offer much spiritual nourishment. The start of Lent was marked with the distribution of ashes at some
beautiful Ash Wednesday liturgies, led by Juliette. Father Adrian, from Corpus Christi Church, and Father Kevin, from
Our Lady Queen of Peace parish, have also joined us to lead Class Masses for our Year 3 and 4 children on the themes
of forgiveness and reconciliation. More recently, our older year groups had the opportunity to receive the Sacrament
of Reconciliation. Juliette transformed one of our empty classrooms into a special prayer space, where the children
were able to visit different reflection stations and pray independently. Meanwhile, Father Kevin and Father Inna were
available to hear the children’s confessions or chat to them informally about forgiveness.

As is our tradition, the children recently treated all the special ladies in their lives to a wonderful Mother’s Day
celebration assembly. Each class performed something in honour of the women who love and care for them. We are
now busy preparing a ‘Stations of the Cross’ liturgy which we will come together to hold in the final days of the spring
term.
As part of their PE curriculum, this term has seen all sixty of our Year 4 children visit the Littledown Centre every
Tuesday for a swimming lesson. It has been wonderful to watch their confidence and stamina in the water grow over
the weeks. Their changing speed and organisational skills have also been developed somewhat by the experience! A
huge thank you to those Year 4 parents who have come along each week to help us walk safely to and from the
swimming pool.

Other exciting sporting opportunities this term
included our Year 3 children taking part in a
badminton festival at the Southbourne site and ten
Year 2 children enjoying an afternoon competing at
Kings Park Athletics Stadium.

We are delighted to have our first ‘Rainbows’ groups running at the primary
phase this year. This wonderful programme supports children who have
experienced a significant loss in their lives, which could be because of a
death, divorce, family separation or any other painful transition. Our
Rainbows sessions provide a safe setting for children to talk through their
feelings with others who are experiencing similar situations. They
are helped to put their feelings into words, work through their grief, build a
stronger sense of self-esteem, and begin to accept what has taken place in
their family. Our Rainbows children are currently thriving in their sessions
and building towards their first ‘Celebrate Me’ day following the Easter
break. Our wonderful site team have used their artistic talents to transform
the space where our Rainbows sessions take place. This will also become
the base for our new nurture provision, which will be up and running next
term.
Mrs Malone organised another exciting ‘Maths Week’ this term, where the whole primary phase were united by a
common book and purpose. We started the week discovering that a family of pirates had moved into a quiet town
called ‘Dull-on-Sea,’ prompting lots of complaints from the local residents! The children read about Jim, the little pirate
boy in the story, and enjoyed some pirate-based maths activities. They had to ‘walk the plank,’ by hopping in multiples,
and learnt to read a pirate map, focussing on grid references and degrees of turn. Our reception children used boxes
to create a replica of the quiet street in ‘Dull-on-Sea’ where the pirates had parked their ship. They had to write
numbers onto the doors of the houses and then think carefully about the organisation of the street, placing the odd
numbers on one side of the road and the even numbers on the other. In our story book, the pirates eventually left
town, but not before they had buried some treasure! Every class enjoyed completing a special treasure hunt, with
mathematical clues, which led them to a treasure chest. Inside they discovered baking equipment, ingredients and
recipes, which they followed to make pirate-themed cakes and treats, practising their measuring and weighing skills
in the process. A wonderful week of mathematical learning with an engaging purpose was enjoyed by all.
On Friday 15th March, those children who are receiving peripatetic music lessons in school put on an incredible
‘Instrumental Concert’ for their parents. We were treated to performances by 65 of our Year 3 and 4 children on a
variety of different instruments, including the piano, violin, recorder and voice. Mrs Byles and I were tremendously
proud of the way in which so many children took up this opportunity and overcame any nerves to perform bravely and
brilliantly.
Another highlight for many children this term was the annual ‘Neon Disco,’ kindly organised and hosted by our
fantastic PTA. A huge thank you to everyone involved in organising the event or helping on the night – it was a huge
success and the children had a wonderful time. Thank you also to the teachers, who all gave up a Friday night to perfect
the art of neon-tattooing!
I would like to say a special thank you to Amelia A, Evie M, Amelia T, Taylor V, Noel S, Fionn S, Jan B, Bianka B,
Valeria F, and Harry W who led a beautiful Stations of the Cross liturgy at Our Lady Queen of Peace Church on Saturday
30th March. They were an absolute credit to our school. Thank you also to those families who came along to join us.
Best wishes to you all for a very happy and peaceful Easter holiday,

Liz Wogan

Reception News
What a wonderful start to the half-term with a fabulous ‘Pirate Maths Day!’ In
Reception, we got right ‘on board’  with the ideas in our pirate book. The
children had an amazing week in glorious February sunshine completing maths
activities both inside and out. We were busy counting in twos down the plank
and counting our golden treasure coins as a way to show doubles.
We then had ‘World Book Day,’ which was again embraced by everyone – the
children loved to show off their costumes and share the books related to them.
Next, we came into school one day to find mysterious feet over our classroom
walls. We had to write down our ideas about what it could be that left such
marks. The children’s creative ideas are fabulous. We have been looking at writing simple sentences with greater
consistency and the children have done so well.
Our book, ‘Bedtime for Monsters’ by Ed
Vere, has had the whole year group
stimulated to make monster traps,
monster stories and monster homes. We
have even learnt that, actually, monsters
aren’t real and there is no need to be
scared of them. We have thought them
up for fun! Well done RW on a fabulous
assembly re-telling our story.
RH focused on ‘The Colour Monster’ and talked about the different feelings people have. It has really helped us
describe how we are feeling through colours.

In maths we have looked at doubling and halving, sharing food between two hungry monsters! We have also been
taking away from 10.
We have had a big focus on Information Technology and the children have enjoyed playing with various programmable
toys- they have learnt to give the toys a series of instructions to follow. This is the very basics of coding that they will
continue to build upon.
In RE we have been looking at the Liturgical season of Lent. We have made our own Lenten promises and begun to
understand some of the things we could be doing to help others in this season. We have looked at different prayers
to say to focus our minds when talking to God. We continue to enjoy your work with your children on their prayer
bags and are astonished at their poise and pride when leading the class worship, despite being only 4 and 5. Wow!
Wishing you a happy Easter break,
The Reception Team

Year 1 News
This half-term started with an exciting pirate-themed ‘Maths
Week,’ where the children were asked to solve lots of different
mathematical problems in order to find the hidden treasure left
behind by pirate Jim from the story, ‘The pirates that lived next
door.’ We spent the week engaged in a selection of crosscurricular activities. We found out about objects that float and
sink, we walked the plank to solve number problems, and we
designed and made ships using our knowledge of 2D and 3D
shapes. The children were really engaged with all the activities
that were given to them and produced some fantastic work.

We then started our new and exciting ‘Space’ topic. The
children really enjoyed making their own passports to
space, dressing up as astronauts and visualizing planets
by listening to classical music. They were given the
opportunity to create and make their very own
imaginary planets out of paper Mache and produced
some fantastic work! The children are now using their
knowledge of the planets to create their own solar
system fact files. We are very proud of the work they
have done this half term.

In RE we have been focusing on the season of Lent. The children each came up with a Lenten
promise and we have been discussing these weekly and finding ways that we can spend more time
with God in our daily lives. The children have enjoyed preparing collective worship sessions at home
for their classes. So far we have discussed Lent, kindness, sharing and helping others.
Please remember to put a spare pair of socks in your child’s PE bag so that they have a clean pair
to wear for their PE lessons - thank you.

Best wishes,
The Year 1 Team

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Year 2 News
We have had a busy few months! Thank you for joining us at our ‘MiniMasterchefs Fantastic Finish’ event. The children loved showing you the
healthy burgers and packaging that they had created. We hope you were
inspired by their culinary skills!
We began this half-term with our pirate themed ‘Maths Week’ and the
children were incredible in using their maths skills to find and solve problems
in order to locate the buried treasure. Once found, they loved the challenge
of creating a pirate biscuit using their fractions knowledge and counting skills.
Thank you for providing your child with such a fantastic costume to wear on World Book Day! This really helped us to
kick start our ‘Tangled Tales’ topic and the children wrote fantastic riddles for their friends to guess who they were.
Since then, we have explored several traditional fairy tales such as, ‘Jack and the Beanstalk,’ ‘Little Red Riding Hood’

and ‘The Three Little Pigs.’ As our topic is ‘Tangled Tales,’ our focus texts have been ‘Goldilocks and Just the One Bear’
and ‘The Wolf’s Story.’ We enjoyed exploring the clever twists the authors had added to these stories. We were also
lucky enough to have Abi (an art expert) come in and spend a morning working with us. In these sessions the children
used different materials to create a woodland scene, including some animal paw prints. We finished this enchanting
topic by building and testing the Three Little Pigs’ houses, which the children thoroughly enjoyed!
This term our RE themes have been Lent and Holy week. The children
started by writing their own Lenten Promises on pebbles. These pebbles
have then been used to create a pathway showing our journey towards
Easter. This has given us the opportunity to reflect and try our best to fulfil
these promises during this Lenten season. Recently we have learnt about
Holy Week and the events that happened during this time. Our learning has
focussed around some of the Stations of the Cross such as, ‘Jesus is
sentenced to death,’ ‘Jesus meets his Mother’ and when he was taken
down from the cross following his crucifixion. As always the children have
blown us away with their deep and meaningful responses to these RE
topics.
Thank you for your continued support,
Year 2 Team
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Year 3 News
This term Year 3 had the fantastic opportunity to visit Scaplen's Court for our Victorian Topic. We had a wonderful day
in the life of a Victorian child. The children first had the opportunity to experience life as a poor child in a workhouse;
making bread, pancakes, and vegetable soup. Later that day, we transformed into children from wealthier families and
experienced school life in the Victorian era! The children gained some fantastic knowledge about life for the Victorians
and it has certainly given them a new love for life in 2019 - particularly the difference in school punishments! The Year
3 team just want to say a huge thank you to those of you who were able to help on this trip. Without your support and
time we wouldn’t be able to give the children these fantastic memories that will last a lifetime – it is always greatly
appreciated!

Following our time travel, the children arrived back at school and used all their fresh experiences to write some moving
and engaging diary entries. Currently in our topic we are working to create class book all about the Victorian era which
we will make its way around the school to different classes’ book corners!
In RE, the children have been understanding the meaning of Lent. Recently we have been discussing how Lent is a time
for change. The children have understood the process and meaning of Reconciliation (which some have even
experienced here at school!). During RE we have been linking our learning about reflecting and changing, to various

stories from the Bible. The children have been making links between the life of Jesus and how we can learn from his
teachings in this important time of change.

Best wishes,
The Year 3 Team

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Year 4 News
We started back this half-term with our pirate-themed ‘Maths Week,’ which was
based on the text ‘The Pirates Next Door.’ The children started the week by dressing
up as pirates to get into character – they all looked very terrifying! We read a different
part of the story each day, engaging in a variety of maths based problem-solving
activities linked to a part of the story. The children ‘walked the plank’ with their
multiplication tables, found the area and perimeter of Jim’s neighbours’ gardens,
aimed cannon balls into factor buckets, and matched the neighbours to their house
numbers in a series of problems.
We then began our topic of ‘Amazing Arachnids,’ which is linked to our focus text ‘Charlotte’s Web.’ The children have
been using the text to identify key literary features such as 3 part action sentences, -ly sentence starters and direct
speech. They have used the story as a framework to rewrite parts of the text in their own words. The topic has allowed
us to adapt the narrative into a play script format, thinking about the voices of the characters and how the speech is
being said. This has encouraged the children to consider the dramatization of a text, analysing the setting and the
motives of the characters.
At the beginning of Lent, we explored the temptations that Jesus endured for 40 days and nights in the desert. The
children have been researching the meanings of key words within the Bible extracts and producing artwork that
reflects Jesus’ struggles. We even gave the children their own temptation of Rocky Road biscuits! They had to complete
their work with the sweet treats in the middle of their table, unable to touch or eat them for a period of time. Safe to
say, we all found it rather difficult! In RE, we have also been considering what ‘forgiveness’ means, thinking about how
we can repent of our sins. We have been using the story of the Pharisee and the Tax collector to understand how we
can become more like Jesus.
World Book Day saw the arrival of many wonderful book
characters ranging from Dorothy from ‘The Wizard of Oz’
to Harry Potter. We know that the organisation and
creativity put into their costumes would not have been
possible without your support, so thank you – they all
looked incredible!
As always, thank you for your continued support.
The Year 4 Team.

MUSIC NEWS
This has been another incredibly busy term for our budding musicians. Many children have used their skills on the
violin, ukulele, recorder and piano within their class assemblies, which has been a joy to see and hear.
We held our first ever “Instrumental Showcase” on Friday 15th March, where all of the children having extra
instrumental lessons in school were invited to share a little of what they have learnt. Thank you to all of the adults
who came to support the children on this occasion. We were treated to 65 children showcasing a piece they have
learnt – they were all so brave and so confident – it was a really lovely afternoon and I am so very proud of every one
of them!

Elizabeth and Maya from 3B sharing their
violin piece at the Instrumental Showcase

Payment for extra instrumental/singing lessons will be due straight after Easter – please make sure you log on to
ParentPay after the Easter holiday to ensure continuation of your child’s lessons. Letters will be coming out next term
to budding musicians in year 2 who wish to start learning an instrument when they are in year 3.
All children in year 4 spent a term learning the ukulele with Mr Speller at the beginning of the year. We have an
opportunity for a small number of children (12 in total) to have small group lessons on the ukulele with Mr Speller as
a follow-up to this. There is a small additional cost for these extra sessions (£2 per lesson). More details are available
from the school office if you are interested in taking up this opportunity. If more than 12 children wish to participate,
preference will be given to those children who do not already receive extra lessons on another instrument.

The new ukelele storage in the music
room, built by one of our incredibly
talented site team!

Our orchestra (featuring violins, recorders, pianos, drummers and guitarists) shared their 2nd public performance at
the Mother’s Day celebration on Friday 29th March – they couldn’t wait to show everyone what they had been learning!
The children are extremely dedicated, choosing to spend their Friday lunchtime every week in orchestra rehearsals,
for which I am very grateful! The orchestra were joined in their performance by the choirs from year 2, 3 and 4. So
many children willingly give up their playtime to attend these rehearsals - it is a pure joy to spend time with them all!

Mrs Byles
Music Department

ATTENDANCE
Congratulations to our 31 children who have achieved 100% attendance over the last two terms. They were
each presented with a certificate and sticker in today’s achievement assemblies.
Well done to: Yr R: Daisy D, Maggie G, Rafa L Sophie T, Harry W, Jacob B, Henry D, Diana M Yr 2: Sophie G,
Erin L, Bianka B, Franek S, Ben W, Yr 3: Ollie C, Jake C, Abel J, Alannah M, Chloe-Ellie B, Lorenzo F, Annie H,
Gabriel Y, Yr 4: Amelia A, Aimee C, Lucas C, William D, Oliver P, Liam S, Noel S, Phoebe C, Felix E, Oscar F.
Please be aware that children’s attendance at school is expected to be at 96%. If your child’s attendance
falls below this, then you may receive a letter regarding this.
Any child falling below 85% will be referred to the ESW (Education Social Worker).

Class Mix-Up Information
During the Summer Term I will be writing to parents of children in Year 1 and Year 4, explaining that we intend to mixup the classes ahead of them entering Year 2 and Year 5 respectively in September 2019.
Many of you will already be aware that we have consistently mixed our Year 1 classes following two years together at
school. This has had a positive impact on their learning across the board. It provides a fantastic opportunity for them
to share their different skills and talents with a new mix of children, build further friendships, and continue to develop
their ability to work with others. They are able to continue old friendships at playtime and build new friendships in
addition.
For our Year 4 children (who have now had three years in their current classes), it is especially important that they are
able to mix with a range of children across the year group if we are to prepare them properly for their transition to the
secondary phase.
There will be an opportunity for you to talk to your children about which friends they work well with and put forward
the names of three children they would like to be placed in a class with. We will then endeavour to accommodate at
least one of these requests.
Whilst their current class teachers will help to sort the children into their new groups, they themselves will not know
at that time which class they will be teaching in September. Traditionally, I keep the teachers guessing until the last
possible moment!
Miss Wogan

Sickness
Please may we remind you that if your child is off school with a case of vomiting
or diarrhoea that they must be clear of episodes for a period of 48 hours before
returning to school. This follows the NHS guidelines and prevents the spread of
infection in school. Thank you.

AFC FOOTBALL SIGNING
Huge congratulations to Alfie W from 3D for receiving a contract to
play as goalkeeper for AFC Bournemouth Academy U9’s 2019/2020
season.
Well done Alfie – we are very proud of you.

Elodie and I wanted to say a big thank you to all those who supported the Easter
appeal by donating easter eggs, food and money. We managed to donate 50
easter eggs and many food items to go towards the charity Easter Hamper bags
which are helping around 500 families this Easter!
Thank you!
Lauren Annicchiarico

One of our parents would like to offer an invitation
to come along to the forthcoming river clean
taking place at Tuckton tea gardens on Saturday
13th April at 10am.
If you are interested in attending, please can you
register on their Facebook page and select the
event to confirm participation.
Thank you

School Nurse Drop-in
The next nurse Drop-in session is on Wednesday 8th May at 8.30am. The School Nursing Team offer the
opportunity to “drop-in” without an appointment, to discuss any aspect of your child’s health or well-being.
They are able to offer advice and support on many issues including:
-

General health and growth
Eating and Nutrition
Behaviour
Bedwetting
Hearing and Speech
Positive Parenting
Sleep
Anxieties and Worries

If you would like to see the nurse, please come to the main school reception.

PTA CONTACT DETAILS
To contact a member of the PTA, please use their email address

- stpeters_PTA@hotmail.com

CONTACTING THE SCHOOL
If you need to contact the school or Miss Wogan, please only use the email address
primary@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
Thank you

*** AWARDS ***
The following children have been presented with special awards in our recent Achievement
Assemblies. Thank you to them for their kindness and commitment to learning.
STARS OF THE WEEK:

15/2: Liam S, Max C, Valeria F, Lucas S, Joe H, Ollie C, All of 3B, Alex W, Faye R, Niko K, Daisy L, Kasper R,
Luche C, Emma L, Olly W, Henry D, Alana H, Maggie G, Harry W.
1/3: Aimee C, Sophie E, Amelie M, All of 4D, Sophie M, Joe H, Liam C, Jonathan M, Elliot M, Oliana F,
Max O, Camila V, Maria S, Hannah M, Theo R, Finn K, Alexander M, Isla M, Alessio C, Michael M.
8/3: Kingsley B, Toby W, Phoebe C, Josie D, Daniel N, Sinead M, Thomas W, Evie C, Leah C, All of 2G,
Leah C, Maria S, Liam G, Jacob O, Jacob K, Edie G, Esther S, Joshua C.

***AWARDS ***

15/3: Priscilla M, Jessica H, Brandon H, Oscar F, Julia Z, Gabriel Y, Jack E, Zoey R, Olivia C, Amelie M,
Freddie W, Rafael F, Aiden S, Aaliah P, All of 1S, Emilia G, Eggie W, Mia A, Sam H, Harry W, Henry C.
22/3: Georgia W, Lawrence C, Emily P, Paddie T, Chloe-Ellie B, Edward C, Bobby S, Tilly L, Bianka B, Tilly W,
Emilie H, Robyn P, Polina K, Shanay W, James P, Zofia G, Ted V, Jacob B, Michelle I, Jack R.
LUNCHTIME AWARDS
15/2: Regina T, Max C, Paddy T, Alfie A, Antonela R, Evie M, Emma T, Sinead M, Oliana F, Femi J, Alba L, Maria S, Liam G, Finn
K, Zofia G, Henry W, Conor O, Elodie A, Henry W.
1/3: Kingsley B, Thomas B, alan Z, Florence I, Tianna F, Annie H, Jasper O, Mya C, Jade M, Georgina Q, Daisy L, Sophie G,
Luche C, Emilia G, Otis E, Erin B, Kai A, Lucca V, Marie-Ange J, Daisy D
8/3: Lucas C, Oliwer S, Phoebe C, Zuzanna B, Maya D, Edward C, Jack H, Daisy B, Ella D, Freddie W, Erin L, Camila V, Oskar C,
Daniel B, skyelah O, Finn S, Bella Z, Jacob S, Henry C Jacob T.
15/3: Toby W, Nicol M, Amelia A, Liam S, Holly B, Ozkan K, Orla T, Alfie W, Igor W, Max S, Bianka B,
Caitlin M, Kasper R, Henry N, Kasper R, Henry N, Eva M, Kai A, Henry C, Sam C.
22/3: Gabby C, Jissa S, Jessica D, Felix E, Tia B, Joe H, Jonathan M, Liam C, Faye R, Nina Z, Emilie H,
Luke B, Theo B, Emilio L, Diana M, George C, Elodie A, Sophie T.

Listening Cup
15/2: Noah L, Izabella Z

15/3: Henry W, Maeve W

1/3: Esther S, Ted V

22/3: Jacob T, Kevin M

8/3: Jacob S, Diya S
1/3: Silver: Matteo C, Nathan B, Femi J, Faye R, Oliana F, Elliot M, Kitty C, Cormac C, Holly B,
Rivah O, Jan B Gaby C.
1/3: Gold: Mateo C, Rivah O.
8/3: Silver: Skyelah O, Jack C, J-J B, Harley V, Aimee C.
8/3: Gold: Skyelah O.
15/3: Silver: Mateo G, Tilly L, Jade M, Luke B, Oliver T, Gregory T
15/3: Gold: Jade M
22/3: Silver: Shanay W, Max S, Nicholas S, Ella D, Kyra D
22/3: Gold: Nicholas S, Kyra D, Sid H.

Rainbow Party (Reception) :
15/2: Henry W, Harry W, Diya S, Aidan T, Daniel S, Sienna F, Emily E, Sophia G, James F, Marie-Ange J, Maggie G,
Noah L, Michelle I, Emma G, Sophia P, Sophia S, Mia A, Lucca V, Kai A, Josie H, Jacob S, Jacob B, Isla M, Henry W,
Henry D, George C, Emrys E, Emily F, Asia-Maria M, Alex M, Alana H.
1/3: Alexander M, Asia-Maria M, Aiden C, Maeve W, Emrys E, Henry D, Henry W, Isla M, Jacob B, Josie H, Kai A,
Kevin M, Lucca V, Mason S, Mia A, Sam C, Sophie S, Ted V, Maggie G, Sienna F, Sophia G, diya S, James F, Sophie T,
Emma g, Harry W, Maisie D, Alessio C, Marie-Ange J, Henry C, Jack R, Michael M.
8/3: James F, Noah L, Rafa L, Michael M, Daisy D, Diya S, Harry W, Jack R, Joshua C, Sam C, Esther S, Ted V,
Jacob S, Lucca V, Logan H, Mia A, Sam H, Eva M, George C, Diana M, Bella Z, Conor O, Edie G, Sophia
15/3: Asia-Maria M, Josie H, Jacob B, Edie g, Sam H, Henry W, Maeve W, Alana H, Lucca V, Bella Z, Sophia Isla M,
Ted V, Mia A, Ben E, Sam C, Harry W, Noah L, Emma G, Diya S, Michelle I, Aidan T, Sienna F, Marie-Ange J,
Michael M, Henry W, Joshua C, Esther S, James F, Maisie D, Daisy D, Rafa L.
22/3: Joshua C, Jasper G, Aidan T, Rafa L, Henry C, Jacob T, Jack R, Sophia G, Harry W, Sammy C, Elodie A,
Michelle I, Emma G, Noah L, Henry W, James F, Diya S, Logan H, Emrys E, Henry D, Isabella Z, Isla M, Kevin M,
Mia A, Jacob T, George C, Alana H, Sophie T.

Diary Dates - Summer Term 2019
Monday 22nd April

BANK HOLIDAY - EASTER MONDAY

Tuesday 23rd April

SUMMER TERM COMMENCES

Tuesday 23rd April

Easter Fun Run

Friday 26th April

Rainbows “Celebrate Me” Day

Thursday 2nd May

4M Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Monday 6th May

BANK HOLIDAY

Wednesday 8th May

School Nurse drop-in 8.30am

Wednesday 8th May

RW Hearing checks

Thursday 9th May

3D Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Wednesday 15th May

RH Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Wednesday 22nd May

Reception visit to Honeybrook Farm

Thursday 23rd May

1S Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

27th May – 31st May

HALF TERM

Wednesday 5th June

3B Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Wednesday 12th June

4D Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Friday 14th June

Father’s Day Celebration Assemblies

Monday 17th June

Class Photos

Thursday 20th June

1P Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Wednesday 26th June

RW Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Wednesday 26th June

New Reception September Intake 2019
Class visit (1) – 1.30pm
New Reception September Intake 2019
Class visit (2) – 1.30pm

Tuesday 2nd July
Thursday 4th July

2P Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Friday 5th July

STAFF INSET DAY - SCHOOL CLOSED FOR CHILDREN

Friday 5th July

PTA Black Tie Summer Ball

Mon 8th July – Wed 10th July

Life Education Van
New Reception September Intake 2019
New Parent Evening – 6.30pm
Sports Day
10.00am -12.00pm
Family Fun Day 12.00-2.30pm

Tuesday 9th July
Saturday 13th July
Wednesday 17th July

2G Class Assembly – 8.50am Parents welcome

Friday 19th July

SCHOOL ENDS

Monday 22nd July

STAFF INSET DAY

rd

Tuesday 23 July

STAFF INSET DAY

Monday 2nd September

STAFF INSET DAY

Tuesday 3rd September

Autumn Term Commences for Yrs 1- Yrs 5

